The Wolfe Weekend Howl

*Sales and Trading Summary of this week’s macro research highlights*

Wolfe Macro Highlights:
• Chris Senyek introduced Pt. 8 of his Late Cycle Accounting Watchlist focusing on Aggressive M&A Accounting.
• Yin Luo covered Multifactor Models in the Cryptocurrency Market via webcast.
• Rob Ginsberg analyses charts on Thursday pointing towards a growth scare.

Upcoming Events:
Tuesday, June 28th at 11am ET - Yin Luo is hosting a Wolfe QES Webcast on Stock-Level ETF Ownership Signals
REGISTER HERE
Tuesday, June 28th at 12pm ET - Chris Senyek is hosting a ﬁreside chat with Christopher Leonard, the best selling
author of The Lords of Easy Money: How the Federal Reserve Broke the American Economy
REGISTER HERE

Chris Senyek | Macro Research
Late Cycle Accounting Watchlist Series Pt.8
Chris Senyek introduced Pt.8 of his Late Cycle Accounting Watchlist Series this week: this rendition focusing on
M&A activity, which may remain relatively elevated as companies look to support growth by looking for bargains
amid lower than recent valuations. The full series highlights areas where aggressive accounting practices could
occur that could mask deteriorating business fundamentals given the current macro environment.
In the current environment, Post M&A, management teams typically feel pressure to, and are incentivized to,
improve combined earnings and reduce future expenses. M&A accounting contains a multitude of subjective
management accounting decisions and thus creates the perfect storm for earnings management, which can many
times lead to low earnings quality. Chris Senyek highlighted 10 items in turn that acquiring companies may use to
“stack the deck” in their favor.
In the note, Senyek includes a list of companies that have added material goodwill and intangibles to their balance
sheets and also screen as having low Earnings Quality.
Late Cycle Accounting Watchlist Series:
Part VII: Managing earnings via reserves.
Part VI: Margins and expenses, and improper cost capitalization.
Part V: A/P Reverse factoring and potential for hidden debt.
Part IV: Debt and some complications that may come up when assessing leverage risks.
Part III: Cash taxes which are likely increasing at this point in Cycle.
Part II: Non-GAAP EPS, impact of stock compensation, and intangible amortization.
Part I: Deeper look into inventory and inﬂation.

Yin Luo | Quantitative Research
Multifactor Models in Cryptocurrency Market Webcast
Yin Luo and Wolfe QES discussed their suite of tools and models for the cryptocurrency markets via webcast this
past week. You can watch a Replay Here.
Luo and team start the webcast with a Cryptocurrency Primer and a broad overview of this emerging asset class,
the underlying technologies and various ways to gain access. Next they elaborated on the three prototype
Multifactor Models for Cryptocurrencies, which they published on late last year (a Fama-French type model, a
statistical risk model, and a Bayesian VAR macroeconomic model). They detailed their Bella (Bitcoin Exposure
Language Learning Analysis) model, which identiﬁes public companies with signiﬁcant exposures to the
cryptocurrency market. Additionally, a top academic researcher in the crypto space demonstrated how to derive
value from blockchain information for cryptocurrency investing. And lastly, a leading crypto data vendor walked
through their on-chain datasets which can unveil fundamental analyses for crypto-assets.
Presenters included:
Yin Luo, Vice Chairman, Wolfe Research QES
Kai Wu, Research Associate, Wolfe Research QES
Yukun Liu, Assistant Professor of Finance, Simon Business School at University of Rochester

Rob Ginsberg | Technical Analysis
A Painful Waterfall
Duration

In Thursday’s charts, Rob Ginsberg noted that high yield and leveraged loans continue to paint an ominous picture.
Similarly, Industrial Metals charts seem to be pointing towards a growth scare, as failure to respond to oversold
signals at support is always a concern. Copper and FCX seem to be heading towards a downturn, and Rob looks
into what a market bottom could look like dependent on how the Fed reacts. Biotech is facing a test in resistance,
but there’s another buying opportunity in Energy and Rob looks at charts for COP, CTVA, and HES which are all
attractive buying opportunities at the moment.
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